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I am on my "spiritual path" for 9 years now, and love to read anything I think will assist me. This

small, and simple book does just that. It is written by Neville in an easy style, simple words to

comprehend, but gives a powerful message. Prayer really is the art of believing. Read it, and watch

your life change. I keep this book by my bedside and refer to it often.Deborah from Ct.

Really good followup to awakened imagination. Here Neville explains how the Subconscious

operates in the Practice of Prayer. While the book is short, the substance is long.He gets into the

different levels of consciousness, contrasting the Objective Mind w/ The Subconscious Mind. Part of

Man's dual Nature. The illustration is really mean-fully described, as he differentiates their different

modes of thought(operation).The Conscious Mind operates through Inductive Reasoning. The

Subconsciousness Mind through Deductive Reasoning. This in itself is the key to understanding not

only the Metaphysical Value, but the Physiological as well.The Conscious Mind uses so-called

"logic", by relying on the evidence of the Senses at hand .It builds in steps the evidence seen in the

"Outer World", to arrive at a general Premise, or Statement. The Subconscious Mind takes the

Premise or Statement as fact, and proceeds to manifest it, with the steps followed in descending

order, just the opposite of the Conscious Mind, which takes the Steps first, and in descending Order



reaches a resolve or premise(yea,or nay). That is why Faith and feelings are the key to

manifestation, removing oneself of the testimony of the senses, and the beliefs of the Conscious

Mind. This Mind takes all it's assumptions on an empirical basis.Not seeing beyond the senses, it

limits it's operation to Material appearancesHe further goes on, with suggestions of Prayers for

others, and perceptions of others by "You", as an important factor in the treatment, and attitude of

people towards you, The Philosophy being, Good Energy returns to the Sender, thus another way of

attaining your own desired State(s, through your prayers for them. Reverse, and transmission

operative in Prayer are also touched, upon, along with a dose of Biblical Quotations. One could

get"into" the Pros, and Cons of Prayers, or affirmations for others without their knowledge or

consent, but that's a topic for another day.

This is a very short booklet but it is one of the most powerful books I've ever read. I was really

impressed and inspired by it simplicity and profound insight into the subject. Very good book and I

highly recommend it.

I don't consider this a "religious doctrine" book. To me is a guide as to how you can manage your

faculties to get what you want.It's like MAGIC!!!!!!!!! It is truly at your "finger tips". A must read for

anyone aspiring to find the Kingdon within themselves.

This is another great little book by Neville Godard on using prayer, imagination and faith to create

the reality we desire. Neville teaches that exercising self-discipline when carrying on inner dialogues

is essential in order to attract favorable circumstances for ourselves and others. The law of

attraction calls for constant vigilance on our part as the thoughts and feelings we steadily entertain

in our minds determine what happens in our lives.

An excellent reading for those wondering Why things turn out as they have.And how to harness the

mind in our every day Thoughts.I gave it 5 stars because I needed to hear/read it - I've been so

close to transformation & this is exactly what I needed to move on to the next level of Awareness.

It's all Good, if you think & believe it is - and not doubt the teaching!

5 stars for all Neville Goddards works.

Wonderful gem of collective revelations by Neville Goddard. The summary is the way to God within



us is by fixing on eternal goodness as the subjective perception, by an objective perceiver. This

alchemical blend of this dual principle is what allows God to be perceived as the blissful eternity.

Once achieved this is the nirvana that one can achieve and if it made it a habit could give the

constant nagging sense of " fall from grace" feeling. Neville fleshes out this from the most important

writings of the bible and guides us to our daily goal of I am that I am.
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